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Here is the Montessori travel activity case, to be carried with us everywhere and anywhere. The travel case contains 16 consoles, in

small size materials, that are light, easy-to-handle and fun, and which can be easily carried in a bag or rucksack. The activities proposed

will capture the interest and attention of your children, requiring them to use their fine motor skills, training their visual-spatial abilities,

creativity and logical reflection. Moreover, they can be used in complete autonomy, thanks to simple strategies of visual association that

will allow them to immediately see if they have made a mistake. Children’s hands will be kept busy stringing, unstringing, sewing and

knotting some ribbon, moving and putting together puzzle pieces and dressing pretty dolls. Ages: 3 plus

Chiara Piroddi is a psychologist and expert in Neuropsychology, specialising in Cognitive Evolutionary Psychotherapy. She graduated

in Psychology at the University of Pavia in 2007. She completed her practical training at the Niguarda Hospital and she has written

several books for White Star Kids. Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an

illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the

US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children.
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